Introduction {#s1}
============

The axon is an important element in cell-to-cell communication, since it connects a neuronal cell body with its numerous post-synaptic partners. Many cells have a single axon whose initial segment is the site of action potential generation (Coombs et al., [@B10]; Fatt, [@B17]; Fuortes et al., [@B23]; Häusser et al., [@B28]), and which often grows many separate branches that then propagate the action potential (Sasaki et al., [@B47]). As such, a good understanding of axonal behavior and capabilities is necessary not only to increase our understanding of the nervous system, but also because of its potential dysfunction as a result of accident and its potential for regeneration (Fawcett, [@B18]). Although, classical experiments in invertebrates and peripheral nerves used axons as their model systems (Huxley and Stämpeli, [@B31]; Hodgkin and Huxley, [@B30]), the axons of the mammalian central nervous system, particularly those that are unmyelinated, have remained largely inaccessible to current methods because they are so small (Kress and Mennerick, [@B35]).

A number of researchers have recently put into question the notion that axons merely act as cables, reliably transmitting action potentials along their lengths (Debanne, [@B14]; Debanne and Boudkkazi, [@B13]), and have developed some techniques with which to read out signals from axons (Kress and Mennerick, [@B35]). Dentate gyrus granule cells are known for their large mossy fiber boutons, whose size is around 3--5 μm, enabling patch clamping of these structures (Bischofberger et al., [@B5]). Activity-dependent broadening was examined using this technique, and voltage-gated K^+^ channels were found to be the molecular mechanism responsible for the observed behavior (Geiger and Jonas, [@B24]). Na^+^ channels were also studied with this technique, and found to have different functionality with regard to action potential propagation depending on whether they were in the bouton (amplification) or in the axon (reliability and speed; Engel and Jonas, [@B16]). A recently developed technique, the patching of axonal blebs, swellings resulting from slicing of neuronal tissue, has made possible axonal recording from axons without patchable boutons (Shu et al., [@B50]). Kole used double and triple patch clamp techniques to patch the soma, axon initial segment (AIS), and an axonal bleb of cortical layer V cells, and examined ion channel distributions in the AIS. They studied K^+^ channels, and found that Kv1 channels shape the action potential, regulate neurotransmitter release, and are able to integrate subthreshold activity (Kole et al., [@B34]). Sasaki targeted axons of CA3 pyramidal cells, and studied action potential broadening via local application of glutamate and adenosine A1 receptor antagonists. They found that "depolarization-induced K^+^ channel inactivation is likely to underlie the AP broadening" (Sasaki et al., [@B46]). Finally, the older technique of extracellular recording using cell-attached configurations has been given new life via fluorophore-coated pipettes, allowing both axon, and patch pipette to be visible under fluorescent light (Ishikawa et al., [@B33]; Sasaki et al., [@B48]). Sasaki found that axonal geometry modulated somatic influence differently to proximal and distal synapses, i.e., the observed action potential broadening changed with distance from the soma (Sasaki et al., [@B47]).

While extracellular techniques are not a new approach, the aggregation of many electrodes into a microelectrode array whose geometry is capable of studying axons is quite new (Dworak and Wheeler, [@B15]). This is an approach that uses, not one, but from tens to thousands of electrodes to read out signals from single cells and even subcellular structures, such as axons, and to selectively stimulate them. Two different approaches utilizing transistor arrays include Si nanowire field effect transistors with contact areas as small as 0.06 μm^2^, which require external readout electronics (Wu et al., [@B60]), that were used to stimulate and read out from multiple parts of the same neuron (Qing et al., [@B44]), and a complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated multi-transistor array featuring 16,384 sensors with a resolution of 7.4 μm (Lambacher et al., [@B36]) that was used to study propagation along retinal ganglion axons (Zeck et al., [@B61]). CMOS microelectrode arrays (MEAs) that have been realized include an active pixel sensor which can read out all 4096 electrodes simultaneously (Imfeld et al., [@B32]), and which was used to study cardiomyocytes and burst dynamics of neurons (Berdondini et al., [@B4]) as well as an 11,011 electrode array (Frey et al., [@B22]) which has been used to study brain slices (Frey et al., [@B21]), retinal ganglion cells (Fiscella et al., [@B19]), and dissociated neurons. Bakkum et al. used this latter MEA to trace axonal paths, including multiple branches, over hundreds of electrodes, and observed differences in velocity over axonal arbors and observed that "many-fold velocity differences exist locally within a single neocortical axon." Because the axonal signals that they observed were small, seven to 25 trials had to be averaged in order to yield a detectable signal, exceeding a 5-sigma threshold. (Bakkum et al., [@B2]) This problem was overcome in recently published articles: by adding a simple microfluidic device on top of the microelectrode array featuring thin and narrow channels into which only the axons could grow (Taylor et al., [@B54], [@B53]), and which amplified axonal signals such that single propagations could be detected above the noise (FitzGerald et al., [@B20]; Pan et al., [@B40]; Lewandowska et al., [@B37]). The idea for this technique, which was pioneered almost 40 years ago (Campenot, [@B8]), is still used in its original form (Campenot, [@B9]) and has been enriched by microfabrication techniques. Using spontaneous spiking, Shimba et al. detected velocity changes along axons resulting from high frequency bursts (Shimba et al., [@B49]). Lewandowska et al. were able to stimulate near the cell body as well as along the axon in the channel, and found that complex signals in channels could be traced back to individual cells, as well as that signal to noise in the axonal channels increased over time (Lewandowska et al., [@B37]).

In the present work we demonstrate how our approach, using a high-density microelectrode array (HD-MEA) with an axonal isolation microchannel device on top (Lewandowska et al., [@B37]), can be used to study axonal modulation of orthodromic action potentials in very thin branches of mammalian cortical axons. The HD-MEA, fabricated in complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology, features 11,011 Pt electrodes with a center-to-center pitch of 17.8 um, thus enabling sub-cellular resolution (Frey et al., [@B21], [@B22]). The poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) axonal isolation device was made of two cell culture chambers connected by long and narrow microchannels into which axons grew, and which amplified axonal signals (Lewandowska et al., [@B37]). This ensemble of micro-technologies is a powerful tool for studying axonal information processing. Single cells and their processes could be identified based on spontaneous spiking, and the respective somata were then stimulated at moderate to high frequencies while signals from their branching axons were recorded with high fidelity. Because of the large number of readout electrodes and their non-invasive nature, recordings of multiple axons in multiple places could be made without damaging the cells. Extracellular spike shapes were observed to vary dramatically as a result of stimulation: waveforms became wider by as much as a factor of three, peak height decreased down to 20% of the original height, and propagation velocity slowed down to 15% of the original velocity. Moreover, cells reacted to stimulation at different frequencies in unique ways, which corresponded to their spontaneous behavior: faster spiking cells could propagate higher stimulation frequencies. Additionally, we observed axonal branches of the same cell modulating action potentials differently even at low (10 Hz) stimulation frequencies.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Microelectrode array chip
-------------------------

The design, fabrication, and characterization of the high-density microelectrode array can be found elsewhere (Frey et al., [@B22]). Relevant features of the chip are the following: a 1.75 × 2.0 mm^2^ array of 11,011 bright Pt electrodes with 6 × 8 μm^2^ area and 17.8 μm pitch resulting in an electrode density of 3150 electrodes per mm^2^. Around the periphery of the array, on the same complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) chip, are: three-stage amplification, signal conditioning, analog-to-digital conversion, and stimulation buffers. A switch-matrix integrated into the electrode array allows an almost arbitrary subset of 126 electrodes to be read out simultaneously, and rerouted within 1.4 ms (Frey et al., [@B21], [@B22]). Each of the electrodes can be routed to one of 32 stimulation buffers controlled by two independent waveform generators. The stimulation buffers enable voltage or current stimulation of any electrode on the array.

Axonal isolation device
-----------------------

Fabrication and first measurements with the axonal isolation device are described in our earlier work (Lewandowska et al., [@B37]). Briefly, molds for PDMS were made using soft lithography and a three layer SU-8 process on silicon wafers: one layer of SU-8 3005 for the axonal channels and two layers of SU-8 100 for the culture chambers. SU-8 3005 was spun at 5000 rpm for 60 s to fabricate 5 μm high channels. Fabrication was completed, including development and hard baking before constructing culture chambers. SU-8 100 was spun at 1000 rpm for 30 s, soft baked, and, then, a second identical layer was spun on to create the 0.7 mm high culture chambers. Such high structures allowed us to pour a layer of PDMS over the wafer, which resulted in culture chambers that were open from both sides. The resulting PDMS piece featured two culture chambers that were pill-shaped, each with an open area of 2.5 × 1.0 mm^2^, and the axonal channels in between them were 5--8 μm wide, 5 μm high, and 500 μm long. It is shown in Supplementary Figure [1](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The CMOS chip was glued to a custom printed circuit board and wire-bonded to the PCB. The thin (\~0.5 mm) layer of PDMS was cut into pieces smaller than the CMOS chip, but slightly larger than the electrode array and placed onto the chip with a pair of tweezers under a stereomicroscope. The open wires and other electrical openings were then protected with a layer of PDMS.

Neuronal cell plating
---------------------

Permission to perform animal experiments was granted under animal license 2358, approved by the Basel-City Cantonal Veterinary Authority. Primary neurons were isolated from embryonic day 18 (E18) Wistar rats in accordance with Swiss federal laws on animal welfare. Timed pregnant females obtained from Charles River Laboratories, France, were anaesthetised with isofluorane. The female was immediately sacrificed with a guillotine, and embryos were extracted. Embryos were sacrificed by severing the spinal cord. Their primary cortices were removed and placed into Hank\'s Balanced Salt Solution free from Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^.

Cortices were dissociated chemically in 0.25% trypsin with ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetate (EDTA) for 15 min at 37°C. The trypsin was washed away, and then tissue was mechanically dissociated by trituration using a pipette tip. Cells were filtered to exclude clumps of tissue, and the single cells were counted. Typical plating densities were 10 to 20k cells per culture chamber or 1000--2000 cells per mm^2^. Cells were kept in Neurobasal-based plating medium (Neurobasal supplemented with horse serum from HyClone, GlutaMAX, and B27) for 24 h, and then, medium was replaced with Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)-based medium (DMEM supplemented with horse serum, GlutaMAX, and sodium pyruvate). Medium was changed once a week. Experiments were conducted in a humidified incubator (RH 65%) at 36°C and 5% CO~2~. Chemicals were purchased from Invitrogen unless otherwise noted.

Electrophysiological recordings
-------------------------------

### Spontaneous spiking readout protocols

Candidate somata were located on the chip based on their spontaneous spiking profiles and their spike shapes. Since, there are many more electrodes than readout channels (see Methods Section Microelectrode Array Chip), so that not all electrodes can be read out simultaneously, many different electrode configurations were used sequentially in order to acquire data over the whole chip. The chip area was thus sampled in an unbiased way by first scanning for spontaneous activity with 100 random configurations, each lasting 60 s. Electrodes, which recorded large negative-first spikes were identified as being located close to putative somata. We added the criterion that their spiking rates between 2 and 20 Hz (excluding rarely and tonically spiking cells) to aid in cell identification. These spontaneous scans were performed on seven different chips.

Cell somata and their axonal branches, what we will call the "footprint" of the cell, were located on the microelectrode array using spontaneous spiking. Eight to twelve isolated electrodes, that were close to 8 to 12 different putative somata based on the previous step, were chosen per chip. For each of these selected electrodes, two additional adjacent electrodes were selected, so that each putative neuronal unit had three electrodes assigned to it. These 24 (8 × 3) to 36 (12 × 3) electrodes were fixed (they did not change) over all subsequent recording configurations. The other "non-fixed" electrodes were chosen randomly, as before, so that the entire chip space could be sampled, again for 30--60 s per configuration. Usually 110--130 configurations were needed to record from all of the electrodes on the chip. Each three-electrode group (putative soma) was then individually spike-sorted.

Creating a triggered spontaneous profile of a cell required spike sorting, and this was done using custom scripts in Matlab, and UltraMegaSort2000 (Hill et al., [@B29]). Each three-electrode group was sorted individually. Signals were filtered in both forward and reverse directions with a Butterworth filter. Then, threshold detection was performed (the chosen threshold was six times the standard deviation of the noise), and spikes were cut out and realigned. Small "mini-clusters" were used to compute *k*-means, and then mini-clusters were combined based on energy calculations. Sorted spikes were then visually inspected, and several smaller clusters were combined manually into much bigger clusters, which made up the overwhelming majority of spikes detected on the electrodes of interest. Signals on all other electrodes of the array within a 6 to 10 ms time window were then cut out according to spike times on the electrodes of interest to yield a spontaneous spiking profile for each neuron. Performing such an analysis required combining data from many different configurations, each recorded for a short time period (30--60 s) over the course of 1.5--2 h. As a result, the number of spikes on adjacent electrodes varied substantially. Such an approach, however, provided an unbiased sample of the average behavior of the neuron, and could be used to create single configurations that sampled many parts of the same cell simultaneously. The resulting data is what we call a triggered spontaneous scan over the chip, where the trigger is the spiking of a cell of interest. The electrical profile of the neuron over the chip is what we refer to as its footprint.

### Stimulation protocols

Medium to high frequency stimulation near the soma was used to stimulate cells, and the responses were recorded from the axonal branches. Stimulation was elicited via biphasic (positive then negative) voltage pulses that were precisely timed and delivered from one of the on-chip stimulation buffers. Voltage pulses are naturally charge-balanced, as they produce opposite-sign currents at their onset and end. The stimulation electrode was chosen by stimulating the electrodes around the putative soma and observing the response in the channels. Sometimes only one electrode was able to evoke an action potential, and at other times, several electrodes evoked an action potential, but generally there was one electrode that was more effective in exciting a specific neuron at a lower voltage than the others. This electrode was used for all later stimulations of that given cell. The voltage used was always the lowest voltage needed to evoke the cell with 100% efficacy plus 50 mV, generally around 500--800 mV (inside the water window for all media used in this study), using bright Pt electrodes. Each phase of the voltage pulse was 200 μs long. Recording was performed during and immediately following the stimulation.

Each stimulation protocol was composed of a short stimulation period followed by a long rest period. Generally 3000 to 4000 stimulations were performed at a given frequency, and then the cell was allowed to rest for 30 min before the next stimulation sequence was applied.

Three different types of medium were used when performing stimulations. The "normal" artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF), which very closely resembled our normal culture medium, was used for most experiments and it contained (in mM) 1.5 CaCl~2~, 0.75 MgSO~4~, 5 KCl, 40 NaHCO~3~, 100 NaCl, 0.8 NaHPO~4~, 1 sodium pyruvate, 25 D-glucose, and 0.5 GlutaMAX. Low \[K^+^\] aCSF contained all of the same ingredients, except 2 KCl, and 103 NaCl to osmotically balance the solution, while high \[K^+^\] aCSF contained 8 KCl, and 97 NaCl to compensate. Cells were kept in DMEM-based medium, which was changed to aCSF 20 min before beginning an experiment.

Data analysis
-------------

All data was analyzed in Matlab using custom software. Spike detection during high-frequency stimulation was performed using template matching. Templates were made for the spike on each electrode by creating a median average of 30 traces at a low stimulation frequency. This template was then convolved with the data to resolve the spike. Timing information was extracted by finding the minimum of the first derivative in the data around the spike that had been found.

Results {#s3}
=======

Axons in channels could be correlated to somata based on spontaneous spiking
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The high density of electrodes paired with the amplification of axonal signals by the PDMS axon channel device made it possible to identify neurons, including their axonal arbors inside of the channels. Somata and axonal branches were identified using triggered spontaneous scans over a single chip (see Methods Section Spontaneous Spiking Readout Protocols). Spikes on fixed electrodes, that were associated with a putative soma, were spike sorted, and the times were correlated with spikes over the rest of the array to create a profile of a single cell, termed a "footprint." The number of electrodes monitoring an axon depended on the size and extent of the axonal arbor and ranged from 40 to 90. These electrodes were chosen based on the spontaneous spiking "footprint." One such cell identification is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Spontaneous spikes on the designated electrodes are shown, as are the electrodes on which the spikes were recorded. All of the spikes recorded on the non-fixed electrodes are shown and their mean traces are overlaid in color. In some cases, as Figures [1A,E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} show, it was also possible to identify parts of axonal arbors outside of channels, but the spikes on those electrodes were always smaller than at the soma and much smaller than in the channels. Averaging many signals together enabled identifying the path along which the axon grew, but single traces were usually lost in the noise. Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} clearly shows that while average footprints of the axon could be extracted, the actual single traces were small and noisy. In contrast, in the channels signals were significantly amplified, even with peak-to-peak heights around 3 mV, as the scale bar in Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows (scale bar and color coding applies to all panels of Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This very large amplification was not typical, but signal amplification by at least a factor of 2 was always seen. The signal to noise in the axon channels ranged from 10 to 300.

![**Triggered spontaneous scan to identify axon and axonal branches belonging to a cell whose somatic location was known**. Data from electrodes near the soma were spike sorted, and the resulting spike times were correlated with spikes on other electrodes on the chip. The colors of the spikes encode their amplitude, as indicated by the scale bar in **(F)**. **(A)** Positions of electrodes where spikes were detected, with putative soma designated by a star; **(B)** Spontaneous axonal waveforms in PDMS channels; asterisk denotes electrode from which data shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} was taken; **(C)** Stimulation-evoked spikes on the same electrodes as in **(B)**; **(D)** Inter-spike interval (ISI) vs. time to illustrate spontaneous behavior of the cell; **(E)** Small axonal spikes outside of PDMS channels buried in noise; **(F)** Spikes on fixed electrodes near soma; star denotes putative soma location.](fnins-10-00083-g0001){#F1}

Stimulating cells identified via spontaneous spiking yielded the same spike shape and timing
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our goal was to first identify cells whose axons had grown into channels and then to stimulate those same cells so that the effects of stimulation could be unambiguously attributed to the identified cells. It was therefore important that the spontaneous and stimulation-evoked signals were very similar in shape and timing, showing that stimulation was effective and that it evoked the intended cell and not another adjacent cell. Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows stimulus-evoked signals, and can be directly compared with spontaneous signals from the same cell and same electrode (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases, and for all cells examined (*N* = 8), the spontaneous and evoked spikes on the same electrode looked the same (had the same shape), meaning that the intended cell was triggered. The timing was also the same, giving further evidence that the cell that had been targeted was the same one that was evoked. In Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the additional shape at the very beginning of the spike is the last part of the stimulation artifact. Since the stimulating and recording electrodes were fairly close to each other, the stimulation artifact ended just before the evoked signal began. In general, the stimulation artifact could be large, especially on electrodes close to the stimulation point and in the channels. It was identified based on both timing and shape and had a bipolar (positive then negative) double square wave shape. If the evoked response did not overlap in time with the artifact, which was generally the case, the artifact could simply be ignored (analysis of the signal started after the artifact). In the rare cases, where there was an overlap, an algorithm using local curve fitting (Wagenaar and Potter, [@B56]) was used to extract the beginning of the signal from the underlying artifact.

Response to stimulation was qualitatively similar for all cells
---------------------------------------------------------------

The response of cells to stimulation was qualitatively the same: with increasing stimulation frequency and number of stimuli, the spike shape changed and the latency increased. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of one set of stimulations based on the cell identified in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Although, the exact behavior of each cell stimulated showed some variability, the results shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the usual characteristics seen for all stimulations that have been performed (*N* = 8 for the present study and *N* = 3 for pilot experiments performed previously). At lower frequencies, the axonal response was as expected: every stimulation resulted in a spike whose timing and shape was basically the same, except for slight differences due to jitter. At higher frequencies, several changes were observed: the spike height decreased, the spike width increased, and the latency increased as propagation velocity decreased. These changes were smooth and gradual rather than abrupt. This is shown explicitly in the waveforms in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, while more generalized results are shown in Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Such changes were observed across all electrodes that recorded from axons.

![**Stimulation at medium to high frequencies results in highly altered axonal waveforms**. The cell was stimulated from 10 to 160 Hz, and because of the large waveforms in the channels, it was possible to very clearly observe the changes in waveform. **(A)** Large effects to the spike shape resulting from stimulation were not observed until stimulation at 80 Hz (yellow). At higher frequencies and following a larger number of stimulations, the effects were more dramatic. **(B)** Propagation velocity was also affected by stimulation: propagation slowed down at higher frequencies. **(C)** The change in shape of the waveform from top (500th stimulation) to bottom (4000th stimulation) shows the stereotypical behavior: decrease in spike height, increase in spike width, and increase in latency. The electrode from which these data were recorded is designated in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} with a black asterisk. Similar results were obtained for all electrodes in channels that were recorded from. Color corresponds to stimulation frequency.](fnins-10-00083-g0002){#F2}

The increase in latency with successive stimulation could have been the result of delayed onset of spike initiation, so propagation velocity in the channels along several electrodes was also examined. Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows one such velocity plot, which demonstrates that the change in latency was a real effect of the action potential slowing down, and not just delayed onset. To determine propagation velocity, the distance between the first electrode in the channel and the electrode whose spike shape is shown in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (middle of the channel, shown in red in column 2 of Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and marked with a black asterisk) was divided by the difference in spike times at those electrodes, and this value was plotted. The assumption was that the axon grew straight through the channel and did not bend, turn back, or zig-zag, which is valid based on the spontaneous propagation velocity profile. At all stimulation frequencies, the velocity started at around 0.6 m/s, and then progressively decreased following more extensive stimulation. At lower frequencies, changes in velocity were small, resulting in a decrease to 0.5 m/s after several thousand stimulations. At higher frequencies, the effects on both propagation velocity and spike height were more drastic. At 70 Hz, the spike height was reduced to \<80% of the original height following 4000 stimulations, while the velocity dropped to 0.4 m/s. At 140 and 160 Hz, the spike height decreased to \<20% of the original height and the velocity fell to 0.2 m/s, only one third of the original velocity. Similar results were obtained for other cells. In a few cases, velocity increased at the beginning, and then went back down to its initial value or decreased below its initial value, depending on the stimulation frequency.

Quantitative differences between cell responses were observed
-------------------------------------------------------------

While the general trend illustrated in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} held for all of the cells examined (*N* = 11), there were both qualitative and quantitative differences in the responses of individual cells. For example, some cells responded in a non-monotonic fashion to stimulation. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of stimulating two different cells from 10 to 70 Hz, showing the change in spike height and spike latency. While the axons of both cells were able to propagate the spikes at all seven frequencies, they modulated the spikes very differently. In Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the spike height dips after several hundred stimulations and then continues to decrease linearly. The latency, Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, is linear, with each frequency showing a different rate of latency change: the slope of each line is different, where the smallest slope corresponds to the lowest frequency and the largest slope corresponds to the highest frequency. In Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} very different behavior can be observed. At all frequencies, the first 100 spikes show no large changes, and then there is a large decrease in spike height, dropping below 60% of the original height, followed by a recovery, the extent of which depends on frequency, and which is mirrored by the change in latency. Latency (shown in Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) initially increased substantially and then decreased slowly. The only frequency at which full recovery was made is 30 Hz. As Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} clearly shows, the onset of the original decrease happened after fewer stimulations at lower frequencies, but after a larger number of stimulations at higher frequencies. In fact, when the results are visualized by plotting spike height vs. time rather than stimulation number, all of the drops in the curves fall on top of one another: the cell reacts the same way after a given amount of time, about 10 s (100 stimulations at 10 Hz, 200 stimulations at 20 Hz, etc.), rather than after a given number of stimulation pulses. The data is plotted in this manner in Supplementary Figure [2](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to better explain the phenomenon. These two cells show the two extremes in adaptive behavior that were observed. Other cells showed behavior that was somewhere in between a linear response and significant adaptation: some adaptation to stimulation followed by some recovery, depending on the frequency of stimulation.

![**Cells reacted differently to stimulation depending on their spontaneous characteristics (rate and spiking type) with regard to spike height (A,B) and spike latency (C,D)**. Data from two different cells is shown here. **(A,C)** Largely linear responses of the axon of one cell (cell 9123 in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), especially with regard to latency. **(B,D)** Adaptive behavior of another cell (cell 1237 in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), which responded non-linearly at every stimulation frequency that it was subjected to, but then recovered more (10 Hz) or less (70 Hz) in terms of both spike size and latency increase.](fnins-10-00083-g0003){#F3}

The general results of all of the stimulations are shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and they illustrate the diversity of responses from the different cells. Figures [4A--C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} show the relative fidelity with which an axon of each cell could propagate a spike at a given time point (following 1000, 2000, and 3000 stimulations, respectively). We define signal fidelity as the normalized spike height minus the normalized latency such that no change in either gives 100% fidelity. Because spike width was difficult to measure accurately, the signal fidelity was taken as a combination of the spike height and latency. As Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} clearly demonstrates, different cells reacted differently to stimulation at the same frequency, and their responses also changed depending on the number of stimulations that the cell had received. The response of some cells (cell 3478, in yellow and cell 1667, in blue) was a sudden and rapid fall at a certain stimulation frequency, while the response of others was fairly linear (cell 8157, in orange). Some cells followed each other quite closely with increasing stimulation number (cells 3067, 3125, 8157) and others changed dramatically after 2000 and 3000 stimulations: cell 9123 follows the other three cells after 1000 stimulations, but then dropped off dramatically. The two cells shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are cell 9123 (Figures [3A,C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and cell 1237 (Figures [3B,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The recovery observed in Figures [3B,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} can be seen in the steep slope in Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} for cell 1237, which then becomes horizontal at lower frequencies in Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the end effects (after 3000 stimulations) for each cell and will be discussed in the Discussion Section. The cell numbers refer to the electrodes that were used to stimulate the cell. Data from multiple electrodes per channel (ranging from 10 to 25 electrodes per channel), and multiple channels (depending on the number of axonal branches), were recorded and then examined for consistency and redundancy. One electrode, which was always located in a channel, and at least 50 μm from the channel entrance, and recording from beneath an axon, was then chosen as representative of the response of the cell being stimulated. Generally this electrode had a large amplitude spike to better enable spike shape analysis.

![**Summary of the responses of seven different cells that were studied**. The spike fidelity (normalized spike height minus normalized latency) is shown for each cell at each stimulation frequency at different time points: **(A)** after 1000 stimulations, **(B)** after 2000 stimulations, and **(C)** after 3000 stimulations. **(D)** The spontaneous firing rate of a cell appeared to be related to the stimulation frequency that it could propagate faithfully. The abscissa is the average spontaneous spiking frequency of the cell and the ordinate is the frequency that the cell could propagate with 70% fidelity, taken from **(C)**.](fnins-10-00083-g0004){#F4}

Changes in \[K^+^\]~0~ affected axonal response
-----------------------------------------------

Following the findings of several authors in both invertebrates and mammals (Grossman et al., [@B27]; Poolos et al., [@B43]), we decided to change the initial concentration of potassium, \[K^+^\]~0~, in the extracellular medium in order to observe its effect on axonal propagation of spikes. These earlier experiments indicated that K+ build-up, resulting from stimulation, made an important contribution to the observed changes in propagation. The previous experiments were all performed using the standard aCSF medium, with a potassium concentration (\[K^+^\]~0~) of 5 mM. The plots in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} show data from two experiments where \[K^+^\]~0~ was changed: the left column (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) shows the results of stimulation following a bath application of low \[K^+^\]~0~ medium (2 mM), while the right column (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) shows the results of stimulation following a bath application of high \[K^+^\]~0~ medium (8 mM). The middle column (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) shows results using the standard aCSF.

![**Potassium concentration affects axonal propagation at higher frequencies including both the spike height (A--C) and the propagation velocity (D--F). (A,D)** Low K^+^ concentration 2 mM) caused much more dramatic effects and propagation failures than regular conditions. **(B,E)** Regular (5 mM) K^+^ concentration in the medium. **(C,F)** High K^+^ concentration (8 mM) also altered axonal behavior, but not as dramatically. Propagation velocity was affected by K^+^ concentration: both higher and lower \[K^+^\] slowed propagation.](fnins-10-00083-g0005){#F5}

As Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows, altering the potassium concentration had a dramatic effect on axonal propagation. Compared to the normal situation, the axon was not even able to faithfully propagate spikes at 20 Hz (spike height dropped to 60%, velocity greatly reduced), with lowered K^+^ levels, while at higher frequencies the conduction was even more severely affected. At all higher frequencies, from 30 to 50 Hz, there was drastic decline in spike size and a large decrease in velocity following 2500 (at 30 Hz) or 1000 (\>30 Hz) stimulations. In all cases, the initial changes in spike height were linear, but then dropped off suddenly. With elevated K^+^ levels, the effects did not follow as clear of a trend, but again behavior was altered compared to standard conditions. Under normal conditions, both 20 and 30 Hz spikes propagated rather faithfully, but in high K^+^ medium, only 20 Hz spikes propagated faithfully while the 30 Hz spike height pattern resembles a sinusoid. On the other hand, higher frequency spikes propagated more faithfully in high K^+^ conditions than under normal conditions. Spike heights resulting from stimulation at 40 Hz and 60 Hz all showed a clear linear decrease in the normal medium, while in high K^+^, they all declined somewhat, but then plateaued around 50% (40 Hz) or 30% (50 Hz) of the original height. Changes in velocity were also observed in higher and lower K^+^ medium: in both cases the initial velocity was less than half of that in regular medium (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In low \[K^+^\]~0~, the velocity dramatically decreased at all stimulation frequencies except 20 Hz. In high \[K^+^\]~0~, the velocity profiles were much more uniform and did not change much at the different frequencies. In Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, spike heights that fell to below 20% of the original height are shown in gray and velocities were not calculated for these since they were difficult to differentiate from the noise.

Differential modulation was observed along axonal branches
----------------------------------------------------------

While the response to stimulation was often fairly uniform across a given cell, differential effects along different axonal branches belonging to the same cell were observed as well. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows a differential response in three axonal branches to the same stimulus at two different stimulation frequencies. Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the electrode layout: three electrodes (one in each channel) were chosen and they are shown in purple (in the left channel), blue (in the middle channel), and green (in the right channel). Figures [6B,C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows data recorded from the chosen electrodes when the soma (depicted by a star in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) was stimulated at 10 Hz (20 Hz). This is the same neuron that was shown in Figures [3B,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. All of the branches showed the same adaptive behavior that is depicted in Figures [3B,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, but the effects were more pronounced in some branches than in others. While the purple and green signals generally track each other quite closely, the signals recorded from the blue branch show different behavior. Closer inspection of the purple and green branches in Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} reveals that these are not identical either, but that the purple branch shows some troughs (in spike height) and peaks (in latency), similar to the blue branch.

![**Stimulation at 10 Hz and 20 Hz showed different effects in two axonal branches. (A)** Position of electrodes in three channels from which spikes were recorded. **(B)** Responses to stimulation at 10 Hz at the three electrodes shown in **(A)**. **(C)** Responses to stimulation at 20 Hz at the three electrodes shown in **(A)**. At both 10 and 20 Hz, all three axonal branches showed slightly different responses to stimulation, although the blue branch showed the most dramatic effects. All three branches display the same adaptation characteristics following 150 (at 10 Hz) or 200 (at 20 Hz) stimulations, but additional changes in the wave forms are seen in some branches while not in others.](fnins-10-00083-g0006){#F6}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The major goal of this study was to observe the effect of high frequency stimulation on axonal propagation: to recognize conserved or average effects along many different axons and to look for differences between cells as well as differential effects that could only be seen, e.g., along one axonal branch but not another belonging to the same neuron. The effects illustrated in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} through Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, namely the decreasing height, broadening width, and increasing latency were observed for all of the neurons that were stimulated, and this behavior is well documented in many different preparations ranging from hippocampus to sensory fibers (Poolos et al., [@B43]; Thalhammer et al., [@B55]; Weidner et al., [@B59]; De Col et al., [@B11]). Observations of spike shape changes have been made by many different researchers as a consequence of high frequency stimulation, as has been described, as well as somatic depolarization (Kole et al., [@B34]), and other mechanisms, and there is conflicting evidence as to the consequences. Data from granule cells indicate that spike broadening leads to increases in post-synaptic Ca^2+^ influx, which in turn increases synaptic strength (Sabatini and Regehr, [@B45]). At hippocampal mossy fiber synapses, on the other hand, decreases in action potential height reduce presynaptic Ca^2+^ inflow, and the total charge (width × height) is most important in determining the Ca^2+^ current (Bischofberger et al., [@B6]).

Eight cells on four different chips were examined, while the same effects were observed for three other cells on two different chips during earlier exploratory experiments (data not shown). One issue with detecting spikes whose amplitudes decreased over time was that, at some point, the signal could no longer be extracted from the noise, but may still have been present. The larger the initial signal height, such as in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the easier it was to detect, even when it fell to 10--20% of its original size. When the various parameters were normalized by dividing by their spontaneous spike heights, however, it was possible to compare signals of different size in a useful way, by noting the time when the spike height fell to, e.g., 50% of its original size or the latency doubled. Therefore, even though the original size of the detected spike depends on many factors, including the proximity and sealing of the axon to the electrode, the amount of other tissue in the channel, the position of the electrode in the channel, etc., the influence of some of these factors could be reduced in the analysis by using normalized parameters.

In spite of the many advantages created by the microelectrode array and the channel device, a number of potential pitfalls also exist, and they need to be carefully assessed when evaluating the data. Extracellular stimulation, especially at high frequencies, can lead to stimulation failures, which could be interpreted as propagation failures. Stimulation failures also mean that the intended stimulation frequency will not be achieved consistently during an experiment, and this needs to be taken into account. When studying cells with only one visible axonal segment, we assumed that failures along the axon were the result of stimulation failure rather than propagation failure. Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, for example, shows some stimulation failures in gray (between 1 and 500 stimulations), where the waveform could not be detected. Likewise, if more than one axonal branch displayed failures, we assumed these were stimulation failures, since this is a much more likely scenario than selective propagation failure. As a result of the fact that several axons could grow through the same channel, along with our use of extracellular electrodes, we again observed addition of wave forms in channels, as in our previous work (Lewandowska et al., [@B37]). Such additions could, without careful analysis, be falsely interpreted as real changes in the propagating spike. Due to the large number of available electrodes and wealth of recordings, it was possible to detect such linearly added spike forms so that we were able to detect cases of signal superposition and could rule out the presence of a more complex phenomenon. All these complications meant that data analysis had to be performed thoughtfully, but as long as this was done, the advantages of the large spikes and multiplicity of electrodes strongly enabled data analysis.

Combining the results of stimulation of many different cells, it appears that the axons of different cells reacted in a similar qualitative way but in different quantitative ways to a given stimulation frequency. The representative responses of the cells with respect to signal fidelity, as seen in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, appear very different. Although, not in the central nervous system, a similar type of behavior is known in sensory nerves where activity induced velocity changes are used to classify nerves into different types (Weidner et al., [@B58], [@B59]). For example, nociceptor and cold fibers exhibit very different latency increases as a result of stimulation (Thalhammer et al., [@B55]).

One hypothesis for why different neurons reacted differently at various frequencies may include that there is some relationship between the spontaneous spiking frequency and spiking behavior, e.g., tonic spiking or bursting, and the spiking frequency that the neuron is able to propagate. The spontaneous behavior would be the result of the distribution of ion channels along the cell and its axonal arbor. (Bean, [@B3]) In our data, it appears that cells whose spontaneous spike rate was higher were able to propagate higher frequency signals along their axons, while cells that fired less often were more affected by high frequency stimulation and failed to propagate faithfully at higher frequencies. We looked at what frequencies of stimulation an axon could faithfully propagate for the full duration of stimulation, 3000 stimulations. Faithful propagation was defined as a combined spike height and latency change of no more than 70% of the original value, as shown in Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Of the eight cells that we studied in depth, three had spontaneous spiking rates below 4 Hz, and these three cells were also the ones least able to propagate higher frequency spikes (up to 30 Hz). The two most inactive cells had spontaneous rates of 2.2 and 2.5 Hz, and these cells were only able to faithfully propagate 10 and 20 Hz spikes. On the other hand, the most active cell had a spontaneous rate of 12.5 Hz, and was able to faithfully propagate 10 to 70 Hz spikes. These results are summarized in Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. It is quite probable that these cells came from two (or more) different populations (Brodmann, [@B7]), since there is a marked separation between them in Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Since we did not perform any micro-dissection of the cortex, several cortical regions were represented in our cell population. Examining their instantaneous spiking rates indicated that the cells on the right had a slightly smaller average inter-spike interval (ISI) than the cells on the left (6−7 × 10^−2^ s vs. 1 × 10^−1^ s), but the major difference between the groups was the spontaneous rate, the total number of spikes divided by the total time that the spontaneous activity was recorded, was significantly higher for the cells that were able to propagate higher frequencies more faithfully. The cell in Figures [3B,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, that showed the adaptive behavior, was also an interesting case, since it only showed bursting behavior, while all of the other cells showed regular spiking behavior. At a rate of about 1 Hz, it would burst 8--20 times at a very high frequency, often exceeding 100 Hz, and then would be silent before bursting again. It is possible that the large dip in spike height that was observed after 100 stimulations is a manifestation of a near-failure mechanism since the cell spontaneously never spiked that many times consecutively. As far as we know, this type of analysis has not been reported for CNS neurons, although differences in action potential shapes between cells in cortical layer 2/3 and cortical layer 5 have been observed (de Polavieja et al., [@B12]).

It was reported by several authors (Grossman et al., [@B26]; Poolos et al., [@B43]) that levels of extracellular potassium were elevated following stimulation at medium to high frequencies, and that changing the concentration of extracellular potassium could exacerbate (at higher concentrations) or alleviate (at lower concentrations) the effects of stimulation by causing a small depolarization or hyperpolarization, respectively, of the cell. They observed that although elevation of potassium concentration did not exactly recreate the effects of high frequency stimulation, it did mimic some of the observed behavior. Our experiments with changing extracellular potassium levels from the usual 5 mM down to 2 mM and up to 8 mM are shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, and they are somewhat inconsistent with what was previously reported by some (Grossman et al., [@B27]; Poolos et al., [@B43]), but very consistent with observations made by others (Meeks et al., [@B38]; De Col et al., [@B11]), although direct comparison is difficult because of the different cell types and media used. Poolos et al. observed a somewhat flat response between concentrations ranging from 3 to 6 mM, but a significant increase in latency and decrease in spike height at 8 mM concentrations when stimulating at 0.17 Hz (Poolos et al., [@B43]). Grossman et al. only looked at increased K^+^ concentrations from a level that was initially higher than what we started with, and they saw a clear decrease in spike height when stimulating at 30 Hz, which lead to conduction block (Grossman et al., [@B27]). De Col et al. focused primarily on latency, which increased substantially at higher K^+^ concentrations and decreased at lower K^+^ concentrations (De Col et al., [@B11]). Our experiments with both lower and higher potassium concentrations were repeated for three other cells, and in all cases the results were very similar: lowering extracellular potassium drastically exacerbated the effects of stimulation, so much so that the neuron in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} could only propagate signals at 20 Hz, and all higher frequency pulses propagated very poorly.

Evidence of differences in propagation between axonal branches has been demonstrated using large invertebrate axons as their model systems (Grossman et al., [@B26]). Experiments showed that geometrical differences in axonal branches could generally explain propagation changes and propagation failures, with thicker branches failing before thinner branches because the load of the thicker branch was too large to become depolarized (Parnas and Segev, [@B41]; Grossman et al., [@B26],[@B27]). Similarly, antidromic stimulation has been shown to fail to activate the somatic compartment of a neuron for the same reason. Although, we do not have microscopy data on the cell shown in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, we know that the propagation velocity along the blue branch was slower than along the purple and green branches suggesting that the blue branch could be thinner than the other branches (Goldstein and Rall, [@B25]; Waxman and Swadlow, [@B57]), although conduction velocity has been known to vary for other reasons, such as conduction history (Swadlow and Waxman, [@B52]), as we have seen. Since a thinner axon will have a larger surface-to-volume ratio, effects of membrane channels will be more apparent in thinner axons. Since we also saw the opposite effects of \[K^+^\] on axonal propagation: rather than increasing the possibility of failure at lower frequency, higher potassium concentrations appeared to be protective to the axon, while lowered concentrations produced more failures. Following the logic of Grossman et al. ([@B27]), and assuming, for example, a Na^+^-dependent K^+^ current (Bader et al., [@B1]), repetitive stimulation should cause a buildup of Na^+^ in the thinner branch before the thicker branch, thus activating the K^+^ current there first, and reducing the excitability of the thinner branch, as we have observed.

Certainly the interpretation of all these results depends very much on the cell type, which is related to the distribution of various ion channels, among other things. Grossman et al. argued that the origin of the observed effects (in their case clear propagation failure preferentially along one branch of the nerve innervating deep abdominal extensor muscles of the spiny lobster) lay in a failure of the Na^+^/K^+^-ATPase to effectively clear excess K^+^ from the peri-axonal space, as they were able to mimic effects of high frequency stimulation by both increasing extracellular \[K^+^\] and blocking the Na^+^/K^+^-ATPase with ouabain (Grossman et al., [@B26]). Morita et al. found that Na^+^/K^+^-ATPase hyperpolarization was responsible for changes resulting from post-tetanic stimulation of myelinated lizard axons, such as reductions in conduction velocity and reduced safety factor (Morita et al., [@B39]). De Col et al. contradict these findings, and argue that their observations (changes in latency following repetitive stimulation in the cranial meninges) can be attributed to Na^+^ channel inactivation (De Col et al., [@B11]). De Polavieja et al. state that activity-dependent reductions in spike amplitude and spike broadening are the result of sodium and potassium channels, but they make no further qualifications as to which ones are most important (de Polavieja et al., [@B12]). There is also evidence that Ca^2+^ channels, which act to hyperpolarize the cell, are involved in shaping the action potential, especially during repetitive stimulation (Pineda et al., [@B42]; Stewart and Foehring, [@B51]).

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

The utility and advantages of our axonal isolation device coupled with the HD-MEA have been demonstrated in the context of axonal information processing at various medium and high stimulation frequencies. The amplification effect of the channel structures enabled pairing a neuronal soma with its processes, often including several axonal branches that had grown into different channels, by using spontaneous spiking activity. Stimulation near the soma evoked the same cell that was observed using spontaneous spiking, and showed that those cells reacted to stimulation in a reliable way. Moreover, the signal characteristics of spontaneous and stimulated activity were found to be very similar. Medium to high frequency stimulation was performed on the cells, and the responses to stimulation along the axons were studied. All of the cells showed the same basic response to stimulation: following a larger number of stimuli and at higher frequencies, spike heights decreased, spike widths increased, and latencies increased as propagation velocities decreased. In a couple of cases, differences in modulation between axonal branches were observed. In general, the cells showed similar qualitative effects to one another, but were able to propagate spikes at very different frequencies. Some cells were unable to propagate spikes already at 30 Hz, while others were able to propagate spikes at 140 Hz, although with drastically altered shape and timing. The reason for these differences appears to correlate with the spontaneous spiking behavior of each cell, where cells with higher spontaneous spiking rates were able to maintain propagation at higher frequencies, while cells with lower spontaneous rates showed propagation failure.

High frequency bursting is a known phenomenon *in vitro* and *in vivo*. The changes in spike shape and timing that we observed followed a clear trend, which was that the higher the stimulation frequency, the sooner (in time) the onset of observed effects. Therefore, at very high frequencies, such as have been observed in both dissociated cells and slice preparations, only several to tens of spikes could be enough to bring about the effects observed: Rather than observing a certain signal distortion after 100 spikes at, for example, 70 Hz, signal distortion may be observed after only 10 spikes at 100 or 150 Hz, a scenario that might be realistic during a burst. Shimba et al. have recently reported changes in conduction velocity during spontaneous bursts using channel devices *in vitro* (Shimba et al., [@B49]). Likewise, a number of different authors have used natural stimulation sequences to evoke behavior to show that the observed changes can happen under normal circumstances (Grossman et al., [@B26]). The next important questions to ask are: what are the consequences of the observed behavior? Do these mechanisms really influence information processing in the brain? Based on the literature we have discussed, it seems that it may be so. Clearly, these interesting results require additional studies, some of which will certainly be enabled by the developments in microfabrication, such as those described in the present work.
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